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Determination of Wavelengths of Certain 
Lines in the Secondary Spectrum 
of Hydrogen 
Historical 
The meaaurement of wavelengths of light dates back to 
the time of Yonnp; who was responsible for the general ac-
ceptance or the wave theory of light. His experiments 
were performed early in the nineteenth century. He succeeded 
in meaeuring the wavelength of light by means of interfer-
ence fringes produced by passing light through two pin holes. 
Although his meaeurements were not very accurate according to 
present standards his exper!JIIents were of very great impor-
tance, for rrom that be&1nning other scientists have contin-
ued to improve on methods and apparatus until today wave-
lengths may be meaeured to a probable accuracy of one prt in 
ten million. 
Freanel, in t!'ying to Improve on Young's methods, 
realised that the two interfering streams of light must come 
from aim' lar sources and not be diffracten by passing the 
edges or any obstacles. Thh he accomplished by getting two 
images of a single point source of light in two mirrors 
slightly inclined to each other, and later accomplished the 
same thing with his bi•prism. 
The next contribution was made about 1821 by Fraunhofer, 
who f'lrat made a d1tfract1on grating by winding silver wire 
on a brass frame. With such a grating he was able to meatmre 
wavelengths to three figures- end 1a ter he eucceeded in rul1n& 
gratings on glass whioh gave f'our .figures quite accurately. 
In this way. he measured the wavelengths of' ten lines in the 
solar spectrum. 
A big advance was made by Rowland who succeeded in ~1ling 
both transm1Js1on and reflection gratings to a high degree 
of' accuracy. The accuracy of' his wavelength 11easurementa 
depended upon the accuracy with which the grating space could 
be determined. B1a values obtained were probably correct to 
about ·six f'igurea. 
Michelson claimed to be able to measure wavelengths to 
eight .figures by means of' his interferometer. The accuracy 
of this instrument depends upon the accuracy of the screw. 
Probably it 1a safe to accept only seven figures with a 
possibility of a slight error in the seventh place. 
0 
2 
Angatr&m was the first to attempt a systematic measurement 
of' linea 1n the solar spectrum. He used a plane grating ruled 
by .Nober~ and hoped to obtain a set of' standards which could 
be used 1n measuring other spectral lines. In 1868 he 
published a map of' the visible spectrum with wavelengths or 
about one thousand lines. Unfortunately, however, an error 
had been made 1n the calibration of' the meter he had used as 
0 
a standard and all or his values were slightly small. Angstr&m 
did not live to correct his work, but his pupil, Thal&n, made 
the neoessa~ recalculations. 
About 1884, as Rowl.and made more accurate measurements 
with his improved grat1nga, he f'elt the need of' more accurate 
wavelength standards. At his request Bell made a series of' 
measurements or the D]. sodium line using a plane grating. 
He used ths third order spectrum w1 th ths incident light 
perpendicular to the grating. 
Rowland thsn made use or a concave grating to measure 
other wavelengths throughout ths visible spectrum in ternia 
or the wavelength of' the D]. line as meaeured by Bell. He 
measured the wavelengths or about eleven hundred lines in 
this way and considered that his figures were correct to one 
hundredth ot an angstrom. 
In 1894 Michelson evaluated the standard meter in terms 
ot the wavelengths or the red, blue, and green linea ot cadmium. 
As a source ot light, he used a cadmium arc 1n alr at normal 
0 
preasure and 15 c. These measurements were made w1 th his 
interferometer and the results are probably the most accurate 
yet obtained. 
Up to the ti-ne ot !Uchelaonta work it was thought that 
-velength measurements made by means or a grating were very 
•courate. In f'act in the "Theory or Light" by Preston (1895 
edition) the following statement is made. 
"137 tar the most accurate method or determining the 
absolute waveleng~ corresponding to any part or the spectrum 
is by means ot: the diffraction grating." 
However. Michelson's results did not check with those 
o~ Rowland and others. Iu 1904 Kayser questioned Rowland's 
work w1 th the grating. Rowland had freely used the method 
o~ coincidences, i.e. overlapping or lines in different 
spectral orders, and it waa shown that that was liable to be 
quite inaccurate. In fact there is considerable doubt as to 
the accuracy or any grating in obtaining the absolute wave-
lengths o~ spectral linea. and all such measurements are now 
made by an interferometer. Gratings are, however, excellent 
aa a means or interpolating between wavelengths that hsv• 
already been determined by inter~erometer methods. 
In selecting wavelength standards it is impossible to 
take linea in the solar spectrum, fo:· the sun is rotating and 
4 
pressure changes on its surface cause uncertainties in 
wavelength. Also, there is the Doppler effect to be considered, 
~ 
as the spectroscope, owing to the earth's rotationAtoward or 
away from the sun. 'l'hua in establishing wavelength standards 
not only must the apparatus be extremely accurate but the 
conditions surrounding the aouroe or light l:ltlat be accurately 
known and definitely stated ao that they may be reproduced at 
any time • 
.. 
"At a meeting or the International Union for Solar Research 
held in Oxf'ord in 1905 1 t waa decided that -
•· Spectroscopy by E.c.c.Baly. 1912 edition, p. 48. 
1. The wavelengths of a suttable spectroscopic line 
shall be taken aa the pri.mary a tandard of wavelengtb. The 
number whtoh defines the wavelength of this line shall be 
t1xed permanently and all wavelengths shall be measured in 
the unit thereby defined. This unit shall be called the 
' 0 
Angstr&m. 
2. Secondary standards ahal1 be measured by interferometer 
methods in re~erence to thta primary standard and these 
aecondarly standards shall not be more than. fifty units apart.• 
The International Union met agatn tn 1907 and chose the 
cadmium red line as the primary standard and agreed upon 
0 6438.4696 Angatr8ms as ita wavelength. 
In 1910 the Union met again and selected a set of 
secondary standards all in the iron arc spectrum. These 
secondou7 standards are now. however. in the process of 
revision and new values will probably be adopted at the next 
meeting of the Union. 
The ingatr&m as defined by the Union ts designated by 
"I.A.• (International lngatr8m) to distinguish it from the 
old fngstr6m or tenth meter. It 'is probably equal to a tenth 
-10 . 
meter (one tenth meter • 10 meters) to within one part in 
ten million. If at some future time the wavelength of the 
red cadmium line should be measured more accurately, it will 
be possible to multiply any computed wavelength by a conversion 
factor to get the wavelength in tenth meters. 
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For secondary standards it is essential that lines easily 
obtained and well distributed throughout tho spectrum should 
be used. The iron speotram seems to :t"Ulfill these conditions 
fairly well. 
However, since all the lines in the iron arc speetrum 
8 
are not suitable for wavelength standards and the conditions 
under'ltdoh the arc is produced may affect the wavelength• 
these seoond&l7 standards must be definitely explained. The 
oondltionr for producing the arc were agreed upon by an inter-
national committee during the Solar Union meeting at Bonn in 
August 1913. It was resolved• 
* 1. 11Tr.a t the length or the arc should be six millimeters. 
2. For wavelengths greater than 4000 the current should 
be six amperes, and four emperes or less for shorter wavelengths. 
3. Continuous current should be used at 220 volts with 
electrodes seven millimeters in dJ.ameter. Tbe arc should be 
vertical, the positive electrode being the upper one. 
4. The middle part of the ~c i~ ita axis for a length 
of two millimeters should be us&d. 
5. Only the linea belonging to the groups a, b, c, d 
of the Mount Wilaon olaas:l.fioat1on should be used. 
The committee recommends that many more secondary standards 
be d3termined to allow of more complete interpolation.• 
*• Astro-Physical Journal, Jan. 1914, PP• 93-94. 
More standards will prObably be determined and 
wavelengths of_exlsting standards will probably be corrected 
from time to time as measurements become more accurate. 
The grea·t advances made 1n the measurement of wavelengtlul 
1n the last hundred years have been mainly due to improvements 
1n the apparatus used. From Fraunhofer's rather crude grating 
to Rowland's finely ruled grating was a great step 1n advance. 
It would be uapossible to rule gratings accurately by hqnd and 
many dlf'fiuulties had to be overcome before an engine could be 
made which would do the work. Rowland succeeded very well 1n 
overcoming these difficulties. Tho accuracy of !1. dividing 
engL~e, first of all, depends upon the accuracy of the screw 
b7 means of which the grating is 1noved along under the cutting 
tool. If this be inaccurate the spacing of the linea on the 
grating will be inaocUl•ate. Rowland's method for making a 
nearly perfect screw was as simple as it was unique. A screw 
was cut e.a accurately as posaible on a lathe. Then a long nut, 
made 1n two parts so that it could be tightened, was run back 
and forth on the screw. This process was continued for two 
weeks~ ocoas1onal17 reversing the nut and tightening it. In 
this way a very excellent screw which has an error of less than 
1 
one, one hundred thousandth (160,006) of an inoh was produced. 
The sorew was then incorporated in an engine which wat~ turned by 
a water motor. Provisions were made so that the apparatus was 
at a constant t«nperature before being started, and it ~as kept 
at that tempera~ for the necessary length of time for 
ruling a grating. sometimes it took four days and nir)lta 
to rule a large grating. The only factor that Rowland seems 
not to have been able to overcome was the wearing away of 
the diamond cutting tool. This was not very serious in ruling 
the smaller gratings, especially if they were ruled on 
speculum metal instead of glaaa. However, it was this wear 
that limited the size of the grating which could be ruled. 
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The theory of the grating is best explained by considering 
a transmission grating. 'l!hia consists essentially of a series 
ot equally spaced opaque and transparent regions. The rulings, 
being the opaque portions, represented much enlarged by the 
linea in figure one, while open spaces represent the transparent 
portions. 
~" 
' ' 
' 
' 
-------- ]:-
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In figure one the incident light falls on the lett ot 
the grating (rays 11 , Ia, and I3). The transparent sections 
of the grating act aa sources or light on the right side and 
tor any wavelength ( ll. ) for which CB • BD • n) light in the 
rays I4, Is and Is will be in the same phase at any plane 
perpendicular to these rays. 11n" is any whole number. 
CB a AB sin i 
BD • AB ain i 
where i is the angle the incident light makes with the normal 
and e tho anglo between the refracted rays and the normal. 
AB is called the grating space and is usually represented by 
the letter •• 
Thus n:>.. s (sin i • sin e) 
n'A: s (sin i - sin e) 
if the refracted rays 14• I5 and Is are on the other side of 
the normal. 
Hence, if this condition be met, all the parallel 
leaving the grating at angle e may be~ by a lens 
rays 
to give 
a line of wavelength A • If n • 1 this line is in the first 
order spectrum; 1t n • 2 the second order etc. If the incident 
light is perpendicular to the grating sin i • o, and the 
equation is simplified to -
n .A. - 8 sin en 
It is easy to show that for a reflection grating the 
equation is the same 
n A • a (sin i • sin en> 
-
It a concave grating is used it is not necessary touse 
a lena to .f'oous the rays leaving the grating, for the curved 
surface doea ita own focusing. 
The concave grating was another invention of' Rowland 
and he showed that, 11" the grating is placed on a circle whose 
diameter is equal to the radius of curvature or the concave 
grating• and the source or light 1s placed on that clrole, the 
spectrum is also formed on that circle. 
Rowland made use of this fact 1n what is lmown as the 
Rowland mount for the ooncave grating• F1gux-e two is taken 
.. 
10 
.from Rowland' a paper "On Concave Gratings .for Optical Purposes" 
published in 1883. 
• 
A 
II\ 
f 
-r='J""'' z 
*• Physical Papers, Henry A. Rowland, P• 497. 
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In his apparatus the grating was 1'1xed at B (Figure 2) 
on the heavy bar BC. The length of BO was equal to the radius 
of curvalure or the grating and the grating was mounted so 
that ita center or curvature was at c. The eyepiece was 
fi:lted at c. The ends or the bar rest on carriages at B and C 
wb.tch run on rails AB and AC at right angles to each other. 
A slit~ which ia the source of light, is mounted at A. Then 
no matter how the bar BO ia moved, A, B and C are always on 
the circumference of a circle or diameter D. The eyepiece at 
C may be replaced by a thin photographic plate bent to oontorm 
to the circle, and a considerable region of the spectrum may 
be photographed. In his paper Rowland shows that 
n:::\: a sin v 
n • order of apectrum 
A • wavelength or light 
a : grating space 
v = angle ABC 
or ainoe AC sin V ....,... and Dis constant 
n}. is proportional to the line AC. 
Although this apparatus is no longer used to obtain 
absolute wavelengths, it is used to compare an unknown spectrum 
with a known spectrum of standard wavelengths. The wavelengths 
of lines 1n the unknown spectrum may be obtained by interpolating 
between the linea 1n the known spectrum. 
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The 1nter~erameter uaed by Michelson consists essentially 
o~ a system o~ mirrors by which light ~rom a single source 
passes along two different paths which finally unite so that 
light from botil paths enter the eye at the same time. It' the 
length o~ the two paths is the same there Ifill be no inter-
~erence. but if the path difierenoe is equal to an odd number 
ot haU wavelengths the two rays will 1nterf'er.e ·destructively 
and darkness results. It' the path difference equals an even 
number o~ half wavelengths the rays reinforce each other and 
a bright spot ls produced. This path difference may be very 
accurately controlled by moving one mirror by means of a screw. 
Thus as this mirror is moved, any given point appears alternately 
light and dark. By moving the mirror any known distance and 
counting the number of bright or dark bands that pass a given 
point this distance may be measured 1n terms of the wavelength 
o~ light. This was easentia!ly the method Michelson used 1n 
getting the length of the standard meter in tel'll''3 of the 
wavelength of the cadmium lines. 
Purpose ot Present Work 
It was observed long ago that under certain conditions 
the ape~trum or hydrogen was much more complex than the 
hydrogen spectrum observed 1n the aun. It was at first 
thought that these additional lines wore due to impurities 
* in the hydrogen, In 1909 0. F. Hoagley published a paper 
Which llhowed that 1n all probability all these linea were due 
to h;rdrogen. In the same year A. Dufour published another 
** paper whiCh confirmed Hoagley's results and stated that 
this so-called secondary apectrum was undoubtedly due to a 
more complex structure than the atom, probably the moleculs~ 
Experiments carried out since that tL-ne tend to support the 
theory that the secondary spectrum is due to the hydrogen 
molecule. However, it is possible that some or the lines may 
13 
be due to a di-atomic molecule and acme to a tri-atomic molecule. 
It ia hoped that by an aoourate measurement of the wave-
lengths or a large number or linea in the secondary spectrum 
it may be discovered whether or not these lines fall into 
deti~ite groups or aeries as is the oaae in the primary spectrum 
ot hydrogen. 
It some definite arr•n&e-ent of the linea in the spectrum 
should be discovered, this would be a great help in formulating 
a theory as to the structure of the hydrogen molecule. Many 
theories have already been advanced but none have met with 
anything like genere.l approval. One 1s that the molecule con-
sists ot two nuclei describing closed orbits around one electron 
.at their center ot gravity, while the other electron describes 
:·, * 0'~~-:.P/Jit~r ~a;.:; f1"9, PI'· SJ'I- :rf'y 
'{ .rt..>t-p~e..J rfHo-r~ nor, 1'/'.?.J-'/-J':,-,y 
some sort of an orbit at a comparatively large distance from 
this complex central structure. This may or may not prove to 
be a oorreot model of .the hydrogen molecule. 
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The purpose of the present work 1a to measure as accurately 
as possible the wavelengths ot some of the lines in the 
secondary spectrum in order that more definite work may be 
done 1n determining the stntoture of the hydrogen molecule. 
Procedure 
The actua1 photographing of the secondary spectrum of 
hydrogen was done by Professor Kent during the winter of 
1926·27. This work was done in the Norman Bridge Laboratory 
of the iJal1forn1a Institute of Technology. The spectrum 
15 
was obtained by means or a concave grating with a radius of 
curvature of twenty·one feet. The vertical Rowland mount was 
used. The principle of this is the same as that of the 
Rowland mount previously described, except that it is arranged 
in a vertical instead of a horizontal position. 
The arrangoment of the hydrogen tube and the iron arc 
is shown diagramatically in figure three. Hydrogen is dried 
by passing it through phosphorus pentoxide and then passed 
through tube H under low pressure. The discharge takes place 
between two water cooled electrode!Jr located in tubes 
I • .Sta•J•r-d I,on Arc . 
AB ell, Ou~•tz 'JJ;«s. 
' L, LJ. k~ J.'f: Qu;.rfz ke~t.5es. 
JK ~Sheet oft,",.. ,..,.fh 
ret'-f~tUJ"l~r aJ-'"".J, 
M; M;rrcr>. 
s =Slit 6lt J?,.,.J • .,J Mll{ltt. 
Jl,; If ,Jr.,~, Sfec1rq,. t~..~.be.. 
1:, E1 : Ti.bes J~adi"' f. ,!f!c.fr,Je.s. 
6 ~ Copp•l" t"'.J'I w;IJ,. ~,.,.f,,. _.nJ 
ft1.lrlxltuucnr. 
> 
--'s--· 
··'-
E1 and E2 • Small bits of' tungsten and molybdenum lie along 
the tube. These absorb the atomic hydrogen and thus tend to 
prevent the primary spectrum. Light f'rom the capillary of' 
the tube passes through the quartz disc AB and is focused on 
16 
the slit S by means of' the quartz lenses ~~ ~· !.:5 and mirror K. 
I is the standard iron arc set up according to the 
specifications agreed upon by the Solar Union Committee in 1913. 
An enlarged image or the arc 15 em. long is thrown upon the 
tin screen JK. Since the opening in JK is one centimeter wide, 
only one fifteenth of' the arc is used and that is taken f'rom 
the central portion. The quartz disc CD may be turned to 
control the intensity of' the light from the arc, tor the greater 
the angle or incidence or the light falling on the disc the 
more light will be reflected and less will paaa on through 
.the disc to the apparatus. 
Light from the central portion of' the arc passes through 
the opening in JK1 is reflected from the quaptz disc AB, and 
from there takes the same path as light from the hydrogen tube. 
Thus both spectra may be photographed at once. If' the hydrogen 
spectrum alone is desired the quartz disc AB is removed. If' 
ligh~ from the aro alone is desired the quartz disc may be 
l'ftplaoed by a platinum mirror. 
' Plates were taken of' the approximate region .A : 3500 A..U. 
to ?. = 6600 A.U. in the first order, and }. 11 3800 A.U. to 
;>. • 4900 A.U. in the second. On each plate .an expos~re was ;-· (:.~i'"->?-"' .... '--;' • {-::, 
made of the hydrogen spectrum alone, the iron spectrwn alone 
and both spectra together. Thus it was possible to see at 
a glance whether a line belonged to the hydrogen or the lron 
spectrum. The measurements were taken on the part o.f the 
plate containing both the hydrogen linea and the iron standards. 
1'1 
Be.fore any measurements could be ~. however, everything 
had to be oaref'ull7 prepared. The comparat:lr with which the 
plates were to be measured was enclosed in a heat proof box 
with a thermostat and a heating coil, so that it could be kept 
at a constant temperature. This was to prevent expansion and 
contraction of the glass plate and the comparator screw. The 
box was made of wood slightly larger than the comparator and 
lined with about an inch of asbestos filling inside of wire 
netting. The whole was then lined with heavy asbestos paper. 
The cover was made to .fit tightly by means of felt strips and 
was lined like the box. The heating coil was of manganin wire 
wound non-inductively around the comparator, and insulated from 
it by asbestos strips. A mercury thermostat was used with a 
merour;y rela;y to control the current through the coil, which 
was obtained fran the 220 volt D.c. mains. Light to illuminate 
the plate was obtained !'rom an electric lamp IIDd was adml tted 
through a water cell which paned through the wall of the heat 
proof' box. A double window was constructed in the cover above 
the m1crolll8ter head of the comparator, and the scale on the 
m1cl'OIIleter head was illuminated b;y means of a miniature lamp 
18 
which could be switched on and o~r from the outside. 
A meter stick fastened to the carriage moved with it. This 
was illuminated by another miniature lamp and viewed through 
a .lens inserted in the box cover. A pointer attached to the 
telescope support indicated the position on the meter stick. 
Thus the position or a line could be read to the nearest 
millimeter on the meter stick and the decimal reading obtained 
from the micrometer scale. By means of a print it was possible 
to idtmt~ the line on which a setting was being made. 
The plate to be measured waa fixed in ita proper 
position on the comparator carriage. The telescope waa 
focused on the first line on the plate to be measured. The 
pointer over the meter stick was adjusted so that it indicated 
approximately the fraction o~ a millimeter shown on the 
micrometer head. Then the cover was put on the heat proof box• 
the current through the heating coil turned on. and the whole 
thing lett tor a day or ... until an even temperature -• reached. 
The positions of the lines were then determined. 
A setting was made on the first line, the reading recorded• 
the carriage backed orr and another setting made. This was 
repeated until four settings had been made, in each case 
approaching the line from the same side. Then the carriage was 
moved until the next line to be measured appeared under the 
telescope. Four settings were made on each hydrogen line as 
stated above. Ten or fifteen settings were made on the 
tirst iron standard on a plate and the last iron standard 
on a plate. If there were not many other iron standards 
ten settings were made on each. Then the plate was reversed 
and measurements repeated in the other direction. This was 
to eliminate the personal error caused by setting too tar on 
a line or not tar enougn. 
The plate having been measured, the next step is to make 
t:he rather tedious calculations necessary in determining the 
wavelengths of the hydrogen lines. From the measurements 
taken the distance of each line from the iron standard of 
shortest wavelength is computed. This distance is called 4 s. 
Let us suppose that LlAo represents the d11'ference in wave-
length between the t irst iron standard and the last iron 
standard on the plate. Then A>.. LI.S, represents the number of 
19 
angstroms per millimeter, where llS0 is the distance between then 
in millimeters • Then the differenoe in wavelength•, Ll. /\. x 
between the first standard and any other line "X should be 
A 4i\o A given by '--'.Sx~ where LJSx is the distance between the f'irst 
standard and the line x. If' this computation is made for an 
iron standard and checked with the actual difference in wave-
length there will be found an error between the two. These 
errore or corrections are found for all the iron standards and 
plotted as ordinates of a curve against the postion of the linea 
011 the plate 1n millimeters as abscissll8. Then .4 A. may be 
eompated for the various linea 1n the hydrogen spectrum 
4A::: Ll.S 4A.o 
AS. 
Then the necesa&r7 correc~ion for that particular position 
on the plate is read from the curve and added to 4 ;:\ • This 
gives the tl'Ue difference in wavelength between this line and 
the first iron standard. Thus the true wavelength may be 
obtained and any errors because of non~normality of the 
spectrum on the plate may be eliminated. Th1a process is 
repeated for the readings taken with the plate reversed and 
the reaulta averaged. 
The work on measuring the plates is being done jointly by 
Professor Kent. Mr. Dimitroff and the writer. 
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Copies or the data sheets for plate ;'-14 are here inserted. 
These show the measurements as they were recorded • and the re~ 
sults obtained aa explained above. This is the only plate on 
wh,tch the measurements have been completed to date, but it is 
a fair sample of the plates to be measured later. 
Following the data shePts is a graph showing the two curves 
trom which the corrections are obtained. These curves are 
plotted from the corrections on the iron standards (shown on 
the data sheets in red ink.) 
Following the curves ia a print of plate {14 showing the 
iron spectrum, the hydrogen spectrum and both spectra together. 
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Smo!"m· 
A comprehensive discussion of the results is impossible 
on the basis of the measurements made to date since only ten 
h.,Orogen linea on plate #14 have been measured. If the work 
were to be carried to oompletion the wavelengths of the same 
lines on different plates would be checked and rechecked 
against each other. 
However, if we compare the two wavelengths obtained for 
each line with the mean in each case, (data sheet ~'3) neglect-
ing one line on which a gross error was obviously made, we 
find that the average de"dation from the mean 1a .003 
Angatr3ms while the m•z'mnm deviation is .01 Angstr&ms. 
Since the iron standards used (obtained to be sure by the 
IIIUCh more accurate interferometer m.ethod) are accurate in 
general to .001 Angstr8m, greater accuracy than that shown 
above could not be expected. 
* Since thie work was started a paper by Gale• Monk and 
lee has been published. '!'hey list wavelengths of 3064 lines 
in the secondary spectrum of hydrogen. A table comparing the 
results obtained from plate #14 with those of Gale, Monk and 
Lee follows:-
Journal, pp.89·112,Maroh 1928. 
!\, 
Line Kent 
.A D1111m1 tro:rt and Combe8 • 
4062. .474 
4066. .8'7'7 
4069. .630 
4101. .'738 
41'71. .314 
417'7. .118 
4212. .499 
4340. .4'71 
4412. .240 
Gale 
Monk 
and Lee 
.45'7 
.8'7'7 
.631 
.73'7 
.308 
.125 
.498 
.4'70 
.253 
Differenee 
.01'7 
.coo 
.oot 
.001 
.006 
.00'7 
.oct 
.001 
.013 
'1'hua we see that only two lines differ ny more thsl. 
22 
.ol Angstr&m. Looking back to the table of results we see 
that the two sets or readings on this first line did not 
eheck very closely while the second line is extremely wwak 
and for that ream not reliable. Neglecting these two lines 
we have lett HVen lines for which the ma:dmmn deviation 1e 
.oo'7 Angatr&ma. 
No further summary esn be attempted at this time. We 
can only hope that the work will go on to its conclusion and 
Perve as a cheek on the work of Gale, 'Monk and Lee. Mr. Gale 
1\-o fe.r.sor 
in a letter to Prof. Kent aaid that he would not be sat•at'ied 
that his w"velengths were accurate until they had heen checked 
by work done in at least two other laboratories. Thus the 
pres~nt work if continued ~11 serve at least this end, and 
we trust that it will add something to the general knowledge 
of' accurate wavelength measurements. 
Gratetal noknowledgement is made to Professor Kent, 
.-;,,_ -. 
IIBt.lly supervised the work, and to Mr. Dimitroff' 
in making the oal~ulations 
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